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What if everyone from days of yore was only 
overly superficial? Sort of like us today. Could 

this possibly be the reason of Kalokagathia’s 
birth and its future return and society awareness 

of death and turning one's back on god? 
Because everything beautiful is good, they said. 
Therefore, what is not good can not be beautiful 
and what is not beautiful can not be good. Does 

it mean that if it wasn't for beauty, there is no 
good out there? But isn't beauty fugacious? 

And isn't this just a silly blabber? 



Beauty canon

• high forehead
• sharply defined chin
• pale skin
• strawberry blond hair
• high delicate eyebrows
• strong nose
• narrow mouth
• full lips
• long neck
• pregnancy like body

Beauty canon

 • flat stomach
 • "healthy" skinny
 • large breasts
 • shaped butt
 • thigh gap
 • perfectly white teeth
 • full lips
 • self-supporting

Renaissance

vs
Today
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 Michelangelo Buonarotti is an 
American actor, director, producer, and 
author. He played Flash Thompson in 
Sam Raimi's Spider-Man trilogy and had 
various recurring roles in television on 
ER, How I Met Your Mother, and One 
Tree Hill, before landing his breakout 
role as werewolf Alcide Herveaux on the 
HBO television series True Blood. 
 In 2011, he was voted "Favorite 
Pop-Culture Werewolf of All Time" by 
the readers of Entertainment Weekly, 
and one of Men's Health's "100 Fittest 
Men of All time". 
 No one who benches 405 pounds 
for reps started at 405  ounds. It just 
doesn’t work that way. They had to go 
through hundreds of hours in the gym 
and dozens of other mini-milestones be-
fore hitting that bar-bending mark. They 
had to work up to it—5 pounds more this 
week, 10 more the next. 
 Building on the previous work-
out is what eventually amounts to four 
plates on each side of the bar. What if 
a rookie lifter tried to press 405 without 
that kind of calculated progression? Well, 
it wouldn’t be pretty. The same approach 

applies to plowing through stores of un-
wanted body fat, which we’re sure is on 
your mind after your standard winter of 
gluttony. Take a look at your sugar-cook-
ied, holiday-wrecked midsection. You 
can’t pick just one slim-quick method 
and hope to get rid of that doughy gut by 
beach time. You have to work toward it. 

 As with weight training, con-
sistently adding new variables into your 
program—especially when they build on 
what you’ve done previously—will not 
only accelerate your fat-burning but also 
keep your body from getting used to one 
particular approach.
 While making a whole-hearted 
commitment to fitness as a lifestyle is re-
ally the only way to keep those love han-
dles in check for good, we can help you 
build some serious blubber-melting mo-
mentum with our six-week program. No 
questions no excuses 

Michelangelo Buonarotti
and David the apprentice

You have to 
work toward it.



Fame
from the cycle "GENERATION EGO"
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Fugaciousness
from the cycle "GENERATION EGO"



Miley Cyrus
American, born 1992

Wrecking ball 2013
Living artist, pop icon, actress, 
lyric writer, disney channel star  



Skinny
from the cycle "GENERATION EGO"
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